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Foreword

The Economic Development Institute’s Communications Strategies Program is designed to help journalists and government communicators develop the skills they
need to operate in a democratic society and within a market economy. Part of this
effort has focused on workshops in investigative journalism, one element of a broader
effort to assist the promotion of national integrity and the fight against corruption.
Workshops have been held in Africa and in Central and Eastern Europe.
These workshops are designed to equip journalists with the professional skills
needed to investigate and report on incidences of corruption. The goal is to raise
public awareness that “clean government” is every citizen’s right, and that it should
not be necessary to pay a bribe to receive a public service.
This case study of Freedonia forms an integral part of our courses in investigative journalism. It presents a case of graft and corruption in the fictitious country of
Freedonia, mainly in Palisades, the capital. The setting is typical, and one that many
participants in EDI’s workshops have found familiar. The case study comprises
eleven parts—to be used sequentially—and each one presents new information and
challenges the journalist to make critical decisions about how to report each new
piece of “news.” As the case unfolds, so does an intricate web of bribery and corruption that develops both the technical skills and the professional ethics of the
participants.
The principal authors of the case study are Alex Larsen and Flemming Ytzen,
investigative journalists working in Denmark. The teaching note was prepared by
Rod MacDonnell and Alex Norris, investigative journalists from Canada. Contextual advice and editorial guidance were provided by Dr. Petter Langseth, senior
public sector management specialist, and Dr. Rick Stapenhurst, public sector management specialist, both in the Regulatory Reform and Private Enterprise Division
of EDI. Mark M. Nelson, of EDI’s Communications Strategies Program, edited the
cases in March 1997 for use in both developing countries and those undergoing the
change from centrally planned economies to market systems.
Danny Leipziger
Chief, Regulatory Reform and Private Enterprise Division
Economic Development Institute
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Preface
by Rick Stapenhurst

As part of its assistance to client countries to help control corruption, EDI—with
Transparency International—has developed the concept of “national integrity systems” as a comprehensive means to identify and strengthen those institutions whose
mandate includes fighting corruption.
Participants at EDI workshops have identified eight such institutions, known
as the “pillars of integrity.”1 They include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public sector reforms
Watchdog agencies (anti-corruption agencies, auditor general, and ombudsman)
Public awareness and participation
Parliament
The judiciary
The media
Enforcement agencies
The private sector.

These pillars are interdependent. If one pillar weakens, an increased load is
thrown onto the others. If several weaken, their load will tilt and the round ball of
“sustainable development” rolls off (see diagram).

1. The term “pillars of corruption” was first coined by Ibrahim Seushi, President of Transparency
International–Tanzania.
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Preface

EDI, in collaboration with local journalists’ associations (including the Uganda
Journalists Association; the Uganda Media Women’s Association; the Media Network, Uganda; the Association of Journalists and Media Workers, Tanzania; the
Media Trust, Mauritius; and WANAD, Benin) has facilitated both introductory and
advanced investigative journalism courses. The goals of these workshops are (a) to
raise journalists’ awareness of the costs of corruption; (b) to highlight the role that
the media can play in fighting corruption; and (c) to impart skills in investigative
journalism so that journalists can better undertake investigations into corruption in
a professional and ethical manner.
This Case Study was developed by EDI for use in its introductory investigative
journalism workshops. It focuses on key issues to be addressed by journalists when
undertaking investigations, including (a) the need to ask probing questions; (b) the
desirability of being skeptical, especially when receiving information from interested or biased parties; (c) how to handle sources of information; and (d) such ethical issues as to whether it is appropriate to pay sources for exclusive information.
While the Case Study presents an unfolding story of bribery and corruption in
the fictitious country of Freedonia, participants at EDI’s workshops frequently ask
if it is, in fact, based on the situation in their own counties! It has proven to be an
invaluable teaching tool, much appreciated by participants; indeed, graduates of
EDI’s workshops frequently refer to themselves as “citizens of Freedonia”!
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Freedonia—Instructor’s Guide

This exercise is designed to be as interactive as possible. In group discussions, instead of lecturing, encourage participants to debate among themselves and to come
up with the best answers to the points being raised. At the end of each discussion,
make sure that, at the very least, the main points of each exercise have been absorbed.
This entire exercise is a work in progress. It was conceived and developed by
Danish journalist-consultants to the Economic Development Institute (EDI) of the
World Bank, and later edited and amended. Instructors using it should feel free to
amend, shorten, or add to it as they see fit.
Note: For lesson planning purposes, the time to be used to conduct each element of
each lesson is given. Boxed text has been provided to the participants; all other
text is for the use of instructors.
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Freedonia—Lesson 1

05

M I N.

◆

◆

◆

Lesson 1(a): Explain the purpose and ground rules for the entire Freedonia
exercise.

It should be explained to participants that this is a simulation and that some of
the exercises will be amusing, but that participants should treat them as though
they were all part of a real, unfolding story.
Participants should also be warned that the Freedonia simulation exercise includes traps that commonly catch journalists. They should be reassured that it
is normal to fall into these traps, and that by doing so and discovering their
mistake afterward, they will learn how to avoid many common pitfalls in journalism.
Participants should also be told that in all the Freedonia exercises, they should
work only with the information they have been given in handouts, during simulated press conferences, or during the course of the simulation (that is, they
should not invent information or interviews with officials, but instead work
only with the information that all groups have been given). This latter point
should be stressed at the beginning of each Freedonia assignment.

15

Lesson 1(b): Introduce the hypothetical country and its newspapers.

M I N.
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Freedonia—Lesson 1

Freedonia
The following story takes place in the country of Freedonia, and mainly in Palisades, the capital.
Over the past decade, Freedonians have elected a series of governments that
have promised economic and democratic reforms. But the efforts to build a sound
base for sustainable socioeconomic development and prosperity have been hampered by corruption and domestic instability.
Falling export revenues, poor harvests, and mismanagement in the civil service
have worsened Freedonia’s economic and social problems. During the past two
years, however, a process of democratization has gained momentum, catching the
attention and earning the appreciation of foreign donors.
Multiparty elections last year led to the formation of a coalition government,
which apparently enjoys the backing of the business elite. The government, led by
the Liberal Party of Freedonia (LPF), has launched an economic reform program
aimed at attracting foreign investors and promoting economic growth.
The government’s reform efforts have received strong criticism from the main
opposition party in Parliament, the Progress Party of Freedonia (PPF). The PPF
advocates a more equal distribution of resources and protection of the rights of the
poor and underprivileged.

Freedonia’s Daily Press
Under the previous regime, all of Freedonia’s newspapers were subservient mouthpieces of those in power. Journalists were not permitted to challenge authorities or
politicians in the ruling party. When they did, they risked being jailed, tortured, or
executed.
Today, things have changed for the better. Human rights abuses have diminished. Reporters who anger the regime are still occasionally jailed or harassed by
the authorities, but limits on freedom of expression have eased considerably. A
new breed of independent journalist has emerged and is fueling the popularity of
a group of fiercely independent newspapers. These papers are quickly drawing
readers away from the stuffy, old-style publications that continue to trumpet the
government’s line.
In the following exercise, participants will join reporting staffs at the following
five of Freedonia’s most independent and respected newspapers, fearless publications that are committed to reporting the truth, even when that means challenging
the interests of those who hold power.
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

The Palisades Post
The Observer
The Gazette
The Globe
The Daily Inquirer
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Freedonia: A Case Study in Investigative Journalism—Teaching Note

05

M I N.

Lesson 1(c): Hand out the “Freedonia—Part 1” sheet and read the press
release aloud as students read along.

Freedonia—Part 1
Monday Morning in the Newsroom
A press release arrived shortly before deadline from the London-based firm of
Thonka, Inc., whose managing director is Mr. Leonard Singer, a native of Freedonia.
You have confirmed that this is a genuine press release from the company. It reads:

PRESS RELEASE: A NEW BEGINNING FOR GREEN PARK
Last week in London, Thonka, Inc., signed a letter of understanding with
Amari Hotels on the financing and construction of a five-star luxury hotel
in the Palisades suburb known as Green Park.
A site has now been designated for the hotel, but needs formal approval from Mr. David Suzdal, Minister of Planning. The site formerly
served as location for the now defunct Tigers Battalion of Freedonia’s
Defense Forces and was recently acquired by Thonka, Inc., from Bombay
Traders Ltd.
“Our company’s negotiations with the Ministry of Planning are progressing, and we expect the documents of approval to be finalized early
next month,” said Mr. Leonard Singer, managing director of Thonka, Inc.
“We are happy to announce that this development project is likely to
create at least 800 jobs at the construction site. This will make the project
the single largest contribution to the development of the tourism industry
in Freedonia, and thus will be perfectly in line with the internationally
acclaimed priorities of the government of Freedonia,” Mr. Singer added.
Work will commence immediately. Applicants, mainly masons, bulldozer drivers, concrete workers, and carpenters, are kindly requested to
turn up at our recruitment office on 14 Willow Street, starting Monday.

10

M I N.

Lesson 1(d): Each participant is to perform the following exercise on his
or her own.

How do you deal with this piece of information?
(1) On your own, take 10 minutes to draw up two lists—one of the newsworthy
information in the press release about which you have no doubt, and a second
outlining the things you need to check.

— 4 —
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20

M I N.

Lesson 1(e): The class is to form into four groups. Each group will perform the following exercise.

(2) Discuss the issue and write a news article including headline, subhead, and
the lead paragraph, to be delivered in 20 minutes.

20

M I N.

30

M I N.

10

M I N.

Lesson 1(f): Provide 20 minutes for each of four groups to present their
headlines, subheads, and lead paragraphs to the plenary, to be written
on the blackboard.

Lesson 1(g): In plenary, allow 30 minutes for critiques, suggestions, and
defense of each group’s handling of the press release.

Lesson 1(h): In plenary, provide 10 minutes for the participants to list the
main questions that have arisen and suggest possible sources of answers.

Main Points to Reinforce in Lesson 1
(1) Make no assumptions. Report only what you know.
(2) Attribute (define attribution for participants).
(3) Be skeptical. Look for contradictions and inconsistencies. Don’t be afraid to
put them in your story. It is your story, and you can write it as you wish. You
do not have to choose the angle selected by those who wrote the press release. (A very good lead can be found in the contradiction between “construction begins” and “awaiting approval.”)
(4) Source suggestions and tips:
◆ Documents (for example, land registry, company registry, newspaper clippings, courthouse)
◆ The internet
◆ Beware of land flips
◆ NGOs, labor organizations, human rights groups
◆ Foreign securities commissions.
(5) Always ask yourself: “Who wins? Who loses?” Try to get information from,
or about, both winners and losers.

— 5 —

Freedonia—Lesson 2

10

Lesson 2(a): Present “Freedonia—Part 2.”

M I N.

Freedonia—Part 2
Tuesday Morning in the Newsroom
You are checking information on the Green Park case. Your editor arrives one hour
late. His car was blocked on his way to the office by angry protesters in Green
Park. On his arrival, the editor is furious because today’s story about the hotel
project does not give the full picture.
While in Green Park, the editor saw a handful of armed policemen who had
been called to the area to protect two bulldozers parked near the designated construction site. When passing a parked fire engine, the editor’s brand new Toyota
Corolla was hit by several stones thrown by protesters.
The news meeting starts. The editor complains: “Look at today’s papers:
‘Freedonia Tourism in for Major Boost,’ ‘Hotel Project Stalls as Minister Suzdal
Drags Feet,’ ‘Five-Star Hotel for Green Park.’ Nobody got the real story! Why did
you not stress that work starts on Monday? Everybody in Green Park knows that.
It is a well-known fact. Activists are throwing stones out there!”
One of your colleagues replies: “We had planned to do the follow-up story today. We would focus on the decision to start work before formal approval of the
project, as mentioned in the press release.”
Your editor states: “That will not do. We cannot leave the hard news to our
competitors. I want the full story, and I want it now!”
Meanwhile, Thonka, Inc., has announced an executive press briefing on the
new hotel project at 2 p.m. at Grand Imperial Hotel. Extensive information on the
project will be made available. Among those attending will be Mr. Leonard Singer,
managing director of Thonka, Inc.; Mr. Paddington Rich, director of development,
Amari Hotels; Mr. Jimmy Wong, the hotel company’s chief technical director; and
a representative of the Ministry of Planning.

20

M I N.

Lesson 2(b): Allow 20 minutes for the groups to come up with an action
plan, as outlined in the instructions below. The instructor should stress
that the choices will involve determining how to allocate limited resources (that is, four reporters and one vehicle) and what major questions need to be answered in a limited period of time.
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Discuss your journalistic approach to the Green Park case as it is now developing.
What is your main story? How do you catch up with the competitors? In 20 minutes, come up with a detailed plan of action listing your main priorities and the
most important questions you want answered. Who will do what?

15

M I N.

10

M I N.

10

M I N.

Lesson 2(c): The groups will present their action plans to the plenary
(approximately 4 minutes each), with the main elements of each put on
the blackboard.

Lesson 2(d): Hold a plenary debate/discussion on what the top priorities
should be, referring to the priorities listed on the blackboard. Resource
people can add suggestions as appropriate.

Lesson 2(e): Conduct a similar debate/discussion on questions and possible sources.

Main Point of Lesson 2(a–e)
Time and resources are limited when covering a breaking story. Not everything can
be done. One must ask: “What is the most important information we need now?”
“How can we get that information quickly?”

45

M I N.

Lesson 2(f): Instructors will simulate a press conference. The managing
director of Thonka will confirm, at some point, that “work starts today.”
If asked about the lack of a permit, the officials will say something like
“final details are being worked out and we are confident that the necessary approval will be forthcoming.” Singer should never claim to have
government support, but he should emphasize the support he has received from officials. Cocktails, snacks, and transport should be offered
to reporters by the company. The technical director should have a list of
“facts” about the project (that is, 27 presidential suites, 18-hole championship golf course, 140-hectare development, one Olympic swimming
pool, at least 800 jobs, $100 million investment, 26 floors, and the like) so
that a check can be made for accuracy in subsequent assignments. If participants raise questions about respect for environmental norms, they
should be told that Amari Hotels has done its own environmental impact assessment and that its project received top marks in that assessment.
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Freedonia: A Case Study in Investigative Journalism—Teaching Note

Main Points of Lesson 2(f)
(1) Take notes.
(2) Don’t rely on handouts. The best and most revealing information (at press
conferences or anywhere else) usually isn’t prepackaged.
(3) Ask clear, concise questions. Don’t make speeches, and don’t make accusations, when asking a question. Avoid double-barreled questions.
(4) Don’t get distracted by dramatic “red herrings.” Figure out what is really
important and focus on that.
(5) If someone identifies himself as an “official” in a ministry, get his precise
title.
(6) What is wrong with a company doing an environmental impact assessment
on its own project? Be alert to conflicts of interest.
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10

Lesson 3(a): Present “Freedonia—Part 3,” below.

M I N.

Freedonia—Part 3
Later in the Newsroom, After the Thonka Press Conference,
One Hour Before Deadline
The newspaper’s driver returns from his brother’s well-known restaurant, Green
Park Paradise, with somosas and other snacks for the reporters. He tells them he
has spotted small bonfires in the crowded alleys of Green Park, and that the demonstrators are becoming increasingly agitated.
Half an hour later, the phone rings. A man on the phone says that he is a Green
Park resident, but refuses to give his name. His message is the following:
Things are getting out of control. Fighting has erupted in the streets. The
policemen have gone mad, because one of their colleagues has been killed
in Green Park. They have called in reinforcements and have started to
clear the area near the Paradise Restaurant. People have been arrested
and taken away—even children, including my niece, and she is only
eleven!

05

M I N.

Lesson 3(b): Participants are to come up with an action plan, in groups,
as outlined in the instructions below.

What is to be done now? Immediate decisions are needed. Your readers expect to
be informed. Discuss the situation for 5 minutes and decide what goes into the
main Green Park story in tomorrow’s paper (take notes).

10

M I N.

Lesson 3(c): In plenary, the participants will take 10 minutes to draw up
a list of the four groups’ action plans. No critique. (This list should be
left on the blackboard throughout the subsequent ethical debate in
“Freedonia—Part 5” and the introduction of “Freedonia—6,” when errors of judgment, if any, will become apparent.)
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Main Points of Lesson 3
(1) Quick decisions must be made and priorities decided upon when a story is
breaking.
(2) How do you know what you think you know? Don’t jump to conclusions
based on unreliable evidence.
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Freedonia—Lesson 4

01

Lesson 4(a): Take 1 minute to present the following scenario to the plenary.

M I N.

Freedonia—Part 4
Reporters who call the police station get the following response: “We cannot assist
you because we have no transportation. Would it be possible for you to come and
pick us up?”

10

Lesson 4(b): Debate what to do in plenary.

M I N.

Main Points of Lesson 4(a–b)
(1) It can be problematic to cooperate too closely with sources, especially those
who wield power.
(2) You need to decide ahead of time where you will draw the line on questions
of ethics.

30

Lesson 4(c): Perform “20-minute” exercise, below, in groups.

M I N.

Time is running. Deadline is approaching. Write the full story, including the headline and subhead. You now have 20 minutes to deadline.

20

M I N.

60

M I N.

Lesson 4(d): Provide 5 minutes for a spokesman for each group to read
aloud the headline and story, with a facilitator noting the main points on
the blackboard.

Lesson 4(e): Discussion to follow: 15 minutes for each story, in plenary,
with critiques and defenses by participants and facilitators.
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Freedonia: A Case Study in Investigative Journalism—Teaching Note

Main Points To Be Raised in the Discussion
(1) Always take extensive notes and be able to back up what you report—you
might be sued.
(2) Don’t let decisionmakers or those in positions of power mislead you or dodge
essential questions about how they exercise power.
(3) Look for contradictions: for example, if the project hasn’t been approved,
why is the government official present at the news conference?
(4) You, not those holding the news conference, are the boss. You decide what
the story is, not them. Skepticism is always healthy.
(5) Don’t get distracted by the mood of the press conference. Think about the
broader public interest. What does the public want most to know about,
how well the press got along with the Thonka, Inc., representative or what is
going to happen to their community?
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05

M I N.

Lesson 5(a): Take 5 minutes to read the following scenario aloud to the
students, as they read along.

Freedonia—Part 5
Wednesday Morning in the Newsroom
The reporter who was in Green Park yesterday evening and stayed until past midnight delivers an account of his observations. He notes that the parents of some of
the children who were taken away told him that they were very grateful to the
police for protecting the children by moving them away from the clashes. “Not a
single arrest was made,” the reporter tells you. The children were safely returned
to their families as the protesters withdrew from the streets during the evening.
The area was quiet around midnight. Nobody was injured, except a young girl
who was hit and seriously injured by a black luxury car. The driver fled the scene
of the accident.
Another reporter has called the police. The message on the telephone answering machine is as follows: “Until 4 p.m. today, no assistance from this office is
available because all our staff will be attending the memorial service of a colleague
who died tragically yesterday in Green Park.”
A third reporter has called the Town Hall and talked to the mayor’s secretary.
She told him the mayor will issue a statement at 4 p.m.

10

M I N.

Lesson 5(b): In groups, use 10 minutes to come up with an action plan.
How will you allocate limited resources throughout the day?

Discuss how you plan to follow up on the Green Park case. Present your plan of
action in 10 minutes.

15

M I N.

Lesson 5(c): In plenary, use 15 minutes to outline each group’s approach
on the blackboard.

Main Point of Lesson 5
Different kinds of information have different values. An eyewitness account from a
reporter on the scene is a very valuable kind of information. An unconfirmed rumor from one anonymous voice over the telephone is practically worthless. Don’t
believe what you hear secondhand; believe what you see with your own eyes.
— 13 —
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10

Lesson 6(a): Read the scenario below aloud, as students read along.

M I N.

Freedonia—Part 6
5 p.m. in the Newsroom
Radio Freedonia has just broadcast a speech made by Mr. Peter Lusso, the chief of
police, at the memorial service of the deceased policeman. He fiercely attacked the
media for their reporting on the unrest in Green Park, describing the reports as “a
complete distortion of facts.”
He quotes selected stories from today’s papers: “Policeman Killed by Riotous
Crowd,” “Policemen Go Mad,” “Unconfirmed Reports Say Policeman Killed,”
“Fighting in Streets as Police Rampage,” “Cop Killed in Green Park Disturbances.”
Mr. Lusso continues: “This is a disgrace to the nation and a personal agony for
the family and friends of a respected and beloved colleague. While we are gathered here in common grief, the public has been presented with a distorted picture
of yesterday’s unfortunate events. The police had complete control of the situation
in Green Park. There was no violence. Our respected colleague, Sam Lujak, died of
a sudden and unprovoked heart attack. Why do the national media resort to such
practices of irresponsible, tabloid slandering by publishing what they refer to as
“unconfirmed reports” about a killing that never took place?”
End of broadcast. A few minutes later, Freedonia’s News Agency sends out the
complete text of Mr. Lusso’s speech.
Meanwhile, Palisades’s mayor, Mr. Michael Cramer, has completed his press
conference at the Town Hall.

15

M I N.

Lesson 6(b): Set aside 15 minutes to simulate a press conference, with
“Mayor Cramer” reading the following message, and taking questions
from journalists, in plenary, afterwards.

His message is the following:
An attractive piece of land in the district of Flora, 20 kilometers south of Palisades, has been designated to be given to the Green Park squatters. They are
free to move out there immediately. Each family will be given a fertile plot of
land there and a sum of money. Otherwise, families will be offered an apartment elsewhere in the city. Whichever they choose, these families will be enabled to join Freedonia’s transformation to a prosperous, democratic society.
Regarding the hotel project, the plans will continue. Work will start on Monday, and will provide at least 1,100 jobs for the community.

— 14 —
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If pressed for details about the land, the mayor should be vague and offer nothing
concrete. (That is, “a plan is being developed,” “we’re confident that all remaining
kinks are being worked out now,” “I’m unable to provide you with that kind of
detail at this time,” and the like).

20

M I N.

Lesson 6(c): Divide into groups and take 20 minutes to perform the following exercise.

Call a news meeting and discuss possible follow-up stories for tomorrow’s edition.
Write the frame of your main story (headline, subhead, and lead) in 20 minutes.

15

M I N.

20

M I N.

Lesson 6(d): In plenary, provide 15 minutes for the four groups to present
their approaches, with the main elements of each put on the blackboard.

Lesson 6(e): In plenary, allow 20 minutes for the four approaches to be
critiqued and defended (5 minutes for each approach).

Main Points of Lesson 6
(1) It can be dangerous to make assumptions. Everything must be checked before it is reported as fact, or even as an unconfirmed report. Your reputation,
and that of your colleagues, is on the line.
(2) People in power who are threatened by good, aggressive reporting will seize
on any flaws or errors in a story to divert critical attention from themselves
and redirect it to the news media.
(3) Beware of “spin control” and “damage control.” It is a common tactic for
politicians under the gun to hold press conferences late in the day to manufacture new “news” that makes the headline.
(4) Attribute. Just because Mayor Cramer says land has been designated doesn’t
make it so.
(5) When an initiative is announced, ask for details about it. Did anyone ask the
mayor where, precisely, the land is? Where these apartments are located?
Have they been purchased? Who is there now?
(6) Sometimes, when you don’t get a satisfactory answer to an essential question, it is appropriate to point this out in your story (that is, “declined to
answer,” “was unable to say, however,” and the like).
(7) Always, always, always take notes!
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15

Lesson 7(a): Read aloud the following scenario, as participants read along.

M I N.

Freedonia—Part 7
Thursday Morning in the Newsroom
Your reporter has just returned from police headquarters, where she had a long
meeting with the police chief. The police now consider the unrest in Green Park a
closed matter. On the mayor’s request, the police have agreed to assist in the relocation of the Green Park squatters to Flora, on the condition that the start of the
hotel construction work is postponed at least one week.
The parties involved—the mayor; Thonka, Inc.; and the Ministry of Planning—
have agreed that the relocation of the squatters should be conducted in an orderly
manner that is acceptable to the community. Regarding the deceased policeman,
his relatives have authorized the police chief to release a medical statement from
the family’s doctor. It says that Sam Lujak suffered from heart trouble and was
undergoing medical treatment at the time of his death.
The reporter has also been informed about the traffic accident, in which a black
luxury car drove off after hitting a young girl. After a thorough investigation of the
case, police were able to identify the driver and the passengers in the car. The
driver was Miss Divine Lovejoy, who won the Miss Freedonia Beauty Contest of
1989. She is currently employed as hostess at the Sexy London Club, Palisades’s
jet-set nightclub. In the backseat was Mr. Teddy Cramer, the eldest son of Palisades’s
mayor, and Miss Diana Wildlife.
The two young ladies explained that after having a few drinks in the bar, Mr.
Cramer had decided not to drive and handed over the car keys to Miss Lovejoy.
The party left the Sexy London Club in the black Mercedes owned by Mr. Cramer’s
father just after midnight.
According to the two ladies’ accounts to investigators, Mr. Cramer had fallen
asleep as they were on their way to Miss Lovejoy’s home. In a dark, crowded street
in Green Park, something hit the car. They believed it to be a stone or a piece of wood
thrown by the protesters and left without checking what had happened. After being
questioned, the three were released. According to police, they expressed deep regrets for having unwittingly caused the injuries to the young girl, and said they were
prepared to offer her financial compensation. Police consider the case closed.
The driver arrived unexpectedly at the editorial meeting. He has the following
message:
Somebody I know has acquired a complete survey of the expanded hotel
construction plans, including the list of contractors. We can get that list,
on two conditions: secrecy about the source of information and $100 in
small notes, to be delivered in an envelope. I have been instructed to pass
the money on to the source.
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Freedonia—Lesson 7

15

M I N.

Lesson 7(b): Take 15 minutes, in groups, to develop action plans and
ponder ethical questions, as outlined below.

First, how do you respond to the driver’s message? How do you act on these various pieces of information? What line of action will you pursue? Discuss the issue
and present a plan in 15 minutes.

15

M I N.

20

M I N.

Lesson 7(c): Each group presents its approach to the plenary. Approaches
are listed on the blackboard.

Lesson 7(d): Allow 20 minutes for the presentation of critiques and defenses of each group’s approach (5 minutes per group).

Main Points of Lesson 7(a–d)
(1) Cross-check all documents. Did the family really authorize this? Did the
doctor really come to this conclusion, or are the police just trying to diffuse a
tense situation?
(2) Is there more than one story here? Might the two stories be linked?
(3) Don’t let lurid details distract you from the public interest.

10

M I N.

Lesson 7(e): In plenary, conduct a brief ethical debate about checkbook
journalism.

Main Point of Lesson 7(e)
Paying for information is dangerous. People may be tempted to exaggerate or fabricate if they think they can make money by doing so.
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Freedonia—Lesson 8

05

M I N.

Lesson 8(a): Take 5 minutes to present the following scenario, as participants read along.

Freedonia—Part 8
One Hour Later
Your editor arrives. He hears about the driver’s offer and becomes furious. By no
means will the editor pay for the list. That would be against editorial policy. The
driver is sacked immediately.
Before leaving the premises, the driver tells one of your colleagues, in a low
voice: “You can get the document for free if you buy me lunch. Meet me at the
Green Park Paradise in half an hour.”

10

Lesson 8 (b): Discuss the following question in plenary for 10 minutes.

M I N.

What is your next move?

Main Point of Lesson 8
There are dangers to “checkbook journalism,” but it may be wise not to draw limits
that are too strict. Sharing a meal with someone can sometimes get them to open
up. It is better, however, to have your own company pay than to accept hospitality
from someone who may want favorable coverage in return. All of this is, in large
part, a cultural question, however, and there is no clearly right or wrong answer in
this situation.
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Freedonia—Lesson 9

02

9(a): Take 2 minutes to distribute and read aloud the following scenario.

M I N.

Freedonia—Part 9
Lunchtime at the Green Park Paradise
The reporter meets the sacked driver, who tells him: “You can get the document if
you buy me lunch and never reveal where you got it.”
What do you do?

10

Hold a discussion of the question.

M I N.

Main Points of Lesson 9(a)
(1) Your word as a journalist is precious currency. If you promise not to reveal a
source’s identity, you have to be willing to keep that promise, even if, in an
extreme case, that means going to jail. So don’t make promises you are not
prepared to keep.
(2) You should be prepared to negotiate, in such situations, precisely who will
and who will not know who the source is. For instance, will your editor have
to be told? And can your editor be trusted?
(3) It is always best to first try to get a reluctant source to go on the record, name
and all. If that fails, try to get the source to agree to be identified in terms that
are as precise as possible. For example, “a senior mines department official
familiar with the project” is better than “a government official.”
(4) When using sources in this way, you must be sure to authenticate them independently. That is, make sure you’ve found out, on your own, that they are
who they say they are.

You are now expected to have gathered enough information to give your readers
an overall insight into the Green Park affair. Have you done your best?
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Freedonia—Lesson 10

02

M I N.

Lesson 10 (a): Take 2 minutes to pass out and read aloud the following
exercise.

Freedonia—Part 10
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL: The document shows that the hotel project has been
expanded and now includes a country club with a huge golf course. The driver’s
brother (the owner of the Green Park Paradise) had been negotiating the contract
to run the restaurant in the country club, but that contract has now been given to
Mr. Highlife—the son of your editor!

10

Lesson 10(b): In plenary, take 10 minutes to discuss what to do.

M I N.

Consider your next move—and tell us! You have 10 minutes.

Main Points of Lesson 10
(1) Be sure you understand fully the motives of any source who provides you
with confidential information or documents.
(2) Always independently verify the authenticity of a document you have been
handed by a confidential source, especially when that source is a third party.
You don’t want to be duped.
(3) Develop strategies to get around the vested interests of your bosses. If you
are willing to take the risk, the public interest is best served if you are willing
to challenge your own boss. But if you do that, it’s a good idea to line up
allies. Some journalists who participated in earlier seminars said they have
quietly passed on information they have gathered to trusted colleagues at
rival media outlets when they were certain their own bosses would not publish the information themselves.
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Freedonia—Lesson 11

02

M I N.

Lesson 11(a): Take 2 minutes to hand out the following sheet and read it
to the participants.

Freedonia—Part 11
Thursday Afternoon in the Newsroom
The editor has unexpectedly left the office. Your subeditor enters and says: “We are
losing readers and our competitive edge. I want better and more interesting stories
on the Green Park affair.”

60

Lesson 11(b): Perform the following exercise.

M I N.

Divide your group into two teams.
Team 1:
Write one sheet for the front page—your main story, including headline, subheading, introduction, and the crux of the story.
Team 2:
Write a maximum of two sheets for the feature section, giving the readers full insight into the recent events, including headline, subheading, introduction, and a
comprehensive story.
Deadline: 60 minutes from now.

Please note: On Saturday, a team of prominent media people and officials from
Freedonia will present the coveted “Feedonia Editorial Team of the Year” award.
The presentation will take place at a grand ceremony at Singer Hall, Colline Hotel,
at 12:30 p.m. (London time).
The press is cordially invited to witness this event (off the record). A delicious
farewell lunch will be served.
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Freedonia: A Case Study in Investigative Journalism—Teaching Note

90

M I N.

Lesson 11(c): The following morning, copies of each group’s effort will
be handed out to all participants. A representative from each group will
read aloud the first few paragraphs of each story. A critique will follow
in plenary. “Praise?” “Criticism?”

Main Points of Lesson 11
(1) In stories like this one, try to emphasize public interest angles, rather than
simply focusing on lurid, sensational detail. Hold public officials accountable. That is, always ask yourself: “What, according to the law, are the duties
and responsibilities of the relevant public officials in this instance, and are
they exercising those responsibilities properly?”
(2) Always, always, always take notes!
(3) In researching a story like this, look for contradictions and explore them
fully. Once you have gotten information about such contradictions, exploit
that information high up in your story. (That is, “Construction starts immediately” vs. “Approval forthcoming.”)
(4) Show, don’t tell. Show the reader what you’ve found out, instead of telling
the reader your own opinions about a story. This is much more effective,
because it allows the readers to think they have come to their own conclusions, instead of feeling that you are preaching to them. As a journalist, you’re
already playing a big role in shaping the story simply by juxtaposing the
various bits of information you have gathered. If you put that information
together effectively, the reader will get the picture.
(5) Write only what you know for sure.
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